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Abstract
In this paper, we present a deep learning based underwater acoustic (UWA) or-
thogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) communication system. Un-
like the traditional receiver for UWA OFDM communication system that per-
forms explicitly channel estimation and equalization for the detection of trans-
mitted symbols, the deep learning based UWA OFDM communication receiver
interpreted as a deep neural network (DNN) can recover the transmitted sym-
bols directly after sufficient training. The estimation of transmitted symbols in
the DNN based receiver is achieved in two stages: 1) training stage, when la-
beled data such as known transmitted data and signal received in the unknown
channel are used to train the DNN, and 2) test stage, where the DNN receiver
recovers transmitted symbols given the received signal. To demonstrate the per-
formance of the deep learning based UWA OFDM communications, we generate
a large number of labeled and unlabeled data by using an acoustic propagation
model with a measured sound speed profile to train and test the DNN receiver.
The performance of the deep learning based UWA OFDM communications is
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evaluated under various system parameters, such as the cyclic prefix length,
number of pilot symbols, and others. Simulation results demonstrate that the
deep leaning based receiver offers consistent improvement in performance com-
pared to the traditional UWA OFDM receiver.
Keywords: acoustic propagation model, channel estimation and equalization,
DNN, OFDM, underwater acoustic communication.
1. Introduction
Underwater acoustic (UWA) channel poses a significant challenge for reli-
able communications due to its significant multipath spread and rapid time
variation due to Doppler effects[1]. Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing
(OFDM) is an attractive scheme for UWA communications because of its capa-5
bility of dealing with long multipath spread of UWA channels without resort-
ing to complicated time-domain equalization techniques used in single carrier
systems[2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Many experiments have demonstrated operation of OFDM
in UWA communications. The performance of OFDM systems mainly depends
on the accuracy of estimation of the channel state information (CSI) which is10
used to recover the transmitted data at the receiver. Note that the long cyclic
prefix (CP) required for the accurate channel estimation reduces the spectral
efficiency of the OFDM communication system. A large number of multipath
taps required for accurate channel estimation, also leads to reduced spectral
efficiency[2, 3, 4, 5, 6].15
In recent years, machine learning has been considered as an effective way to
solve complex problems such as object detection and recognition, voice recogni-
tion, and object tracking[7, 8, 9]. In particular, deep learning has significantly
improved performance in field such as computer vision and natural language
processing[10]. The general deep learning model consists of multiple layers20
with multiple neurons. Through the training process, the model can adjust
the weights and bias values within each layer, then the layer output is applied
to the input of the next layer. In supervised deep learning, a loss function or
2
cost function that maps an event or values of one or more variables onto a real
number intuitively representing some “cost” associated with the event is used25
for parameter estimation in a deep neural network (DNN)[11, 12]. We minimize
the loss function to obtain the optimized weights and bias of a DNN by the
supervision data. The estimated weights and bias can be used in the online
task[11]. Deep learning methods are a core part in many emerging applications
in communications, e.g. smart cities or the internet of things[13]. Some ini-30
tial research works demonstrate the successful application of deep learning in
various communication applications[13, 14]. The learning based communication
systems can be competitive with respect to the current state of the art receivers
based on channel estimation, equalization and detection. Different from the
idea of conventional receiver, the deep learning based communication systems35
regard the transmitter, channel, and receiver as one DNN[15, 16].
Motivated by the research works on deep learning based radio communica-
tion, in this paper, we introduce the deep learning into the UWA communica-
tions. In particular, we present a deep learning based UWA communications
with the OFDM modulation. Our contributions are as follows:40
1) By representing the receiver as a DNN, we present a deep learning based
UWA OFDM communication system. The UWA communication systems
are modeled using one input layer, a number of hidden layers, and one out-
put layer. Without explicit channel estimation and equalization used in
conventional UWA communications, the deep learning UWA communica-45
tion systems can directly recover the transmitted symbols after a sufficient
training stage.
2) We propose to generate the labeled data for training and the unlabeled
data for test which are based on the channel impulse response (CIRs)
generated by the ray tracing software Bellhop with measured sound speed50
profile.
3) To evaluate the performance of proposed deep learning based UWA OFD-
M communication systems, several numerical experiments are conducted
3
with changing system parameters, including the cyclic prefix length, num-
ber of pilot symbols, and others. Numerical results show that the deep55
learning based UWA OFDM communication system outperforms conven-
tional UWA OFDM communication system with the least squares (LS)
channel estimation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the con-
ventional baseband UWA OFDM communication system is reviewed, and then60
the deep learning based UWA OFDM communication system is presented in
detail. Simulation results are presented in Section III. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in Section IV.
Notation: Matrices and vectors are denoted by boldface uppercase and low-
ercase letters, respectively. (·)
T
denotes the transposition. ⊗ denotes cyclic65
convolution. 0N denotes a zero vector of length N .
2. System model for deep learning based UWA OFDM communica-
tions
2.1. Review of a conventional UWA OFDM communication system
Fig. 1 depicts a conventional baseband UWA OFDM system with N sub-
carriers for single-input single-output (SISO) configuration. For convenience
and without loss of generality, we just consider one OFDM symbol in following
derivation. On the transmitter side, the binary information bit vector b is first
grouped and mapped into an information symbols vector s according to the
specified modulation mode such as BPSK, QPSK, etc. After that, a vector of
data and pilot symbols x¯(k) is obtained from the vector s and pilot symbols,
where k denotes the index of subcarriers in the frequency domain. A N -point in-
verse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) transforms the frequency-domain data,
x¯(k), into the time domain signal x(n) given by
x(n) = IDFT [x¯(k)] =
N−1∑
k=0
x¯(k)ej(2πkn/N), n = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N − 1, (1)
4
where n denotes the time index[3, 5]. Following the IDFT block, a CP of length70
of NCP is inserted to mitigate the inter-symbol interference (ISI), and its length
should be larger than the maximum delay spread of the channel K. Then the
transmitted signal xCP (n) will pass through the UWA channel with additive
noise.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of conventional baseband OFDM system in a multipath channel.
We assume that the receiver is ideally synchronized in time and frequency,
then the received signal is given by
yCP(n) = H(n)xCP (n) +w(n), (2)
where H(n) is a circulant matrix that is stacked by the zero-padded channel
impulse response h′(n) =
[
h(n)
T
,0TN+NCP−K
]T
, w(n) is additive white Gaus-
sian noise (AWGN) with zero mean and variance σ2n. After removing the CP
and performing DFT, the received equivalent frequency domain signal is given
by
y¯(k) = H¯(k)x¯(k) + w¯(k), (3)
where vector y¯(k), x¯(k), H¯(k), and w¯(k) are the DFT of vector y(n),x(n),H(n),75
and w(n), respectively.
Following the DFT block, the pilot signals are extracted and used to estimate
the channel impulse response with a channel estimation scheme such as the LS
estimator. The equivalent frequency domain channel estimate ˆ¯h(k) of h(n) is
written as follows:
ˆ¯hLS(k) = [y¯(p1)/x¯(p1), · · · , y¯(pp)/x¯(pp), · · · , y¯(pP )/x¯(pP )]
T
, (4)
5
where pp is the index of the p-th pilot symbol, P is the number of pilots. Then,
the interpolation is performed to estimate the channel coefficients at the data
symbol subcarriers.
2.2. Deep learning based receiver for UWA OFDM communications80
2.2.1. Review of the deep neural networks
Feed-forward neural network (FNN) is an artificial neural network (ANN)[11,
16]. Data flow passes through the network in one direction, from the input layer
to hidden layers, then to the output layer. The input layer consists of multiple
neurons, each of them representing one feature. Generally speaking, DNN are85
deeper version of ANN with multiple hidden layers in order to improve the
ability in representation or recognition[11, 16]. The structure of a DNN model
with Q layers is shown in Fig. 2, where the layer 1 is called as the input layer,
the layer Q is the output layer, and other layers are called as the hidden layers.
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Figure 2: An example of DNN structure.
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Assume that the input layer (i.e. layer 1) has J (1) variables in vector b(1).
We rewrite b(1) as b(1) =
[
b
(1)
1 , · · · , b
(1)
j , · · · , b
(1)
J(1)
]T
to associate it with input
layer 1, then the j-th neuron’s input of layer 2 is
a
(2)
j =
J(1)∑
i=1
u
(1)
ij b
(1)
i + v
(1)
j , j = 1, 2, · · · , J
(2), (5)
where u
(1)
ij is called a weight between the i-th neuron of layer 1 and the j-th
neuron of layer 2, v
(1)
j is a bias of the j-th neuron in layer 2, J
(2) is the number
of neurons of layer 2. In each hidden layer, there is a non-linear activation
function f(·) which transforms the linear combinations of inputs to non-linear
combinations, the j-th neuron’s output of layer 2 is thus given by:
b
(2)
j = f
(
a
(2)
j
)
, (6)
then b(2) =
[
b
(2)
1 , · · · , b
(2)
j , · · · , b
(2)
J(2)
]T
will be the next layer’s input. Similarly,
the j-th neuron’s input a
(q)
j and output b
(q)
j of layer q are
a
(q)
j =
J(q−1)∑
i=1
u
(q−1)
ij b
(q−1)
i + v
(q−1)
j , j = 1, 2, · · · , J
(q), (7)
b
(q)
j = f
(
a
(q)
j
)
, (8)
where J (q−1) and J (q) are the number of neurons of layer (q− 1) and q, respec-
tively.
Several activation functions can be chosen, i.e., the sigmoid function fS(n) =
1
1+e−n , Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) nonlinearity fR(n) =max(0, n)[16], they
are shown in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b), respectively. Hence, the final output of the95
DNN bˆ(Q) =
[
bˆ
(Q)
1 , · · · , bˆ
(Q)
j , · · · , bˆ
(Q)
J(Q)
]T
is a cascade non-linear transformation
of input b(1) =
[
b
(1)
1 , · · · , b
(1)
j , · · · , b
(1)
J(1)
]T
, expressed as:
bˆ(Q) = f
(
b(1), · · · ,b(q), · · · ,b(Q−1);u(1), · · · ,u(q), · · · ,u(Q−1);
v(1), · · · ,v(q), · · · ,v(Q−1)
)
= f (Q−1)
(
f (Q−2)
(
· · · f (1)
(
b(1)
)))
, (9)
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Figure 3: Activation functions for deep learning.
where f (q)(·) denotes the activation function adopted by layer q. u(q) and v(q)
denote the weights and bias of the layer q.
2.2.2. Deep learning based UWA OFDM communication system100
In deep learning based OFDM system, the transmitter is the same as the
conventional one, while the receiver is replaced by a deep learning model. There
are two stages to obtain an effective deep learning model. In the offline training
stage, we utilize received signals that are generated with various information se-
quences and under UWA channel conditions with certain statistical properties105
to train our model by reducing the difference between the prediction and super-
vision data, thus generating appropriate weights and bias of DNN. In the test
stage, with the weights set u
∆
=
{
u(q)
}Q−1
q=1
and bias set v
∆
=
{
v(q)
}Q−1
q=1
obtained
at the training stage, the deep learning model generates the received signal y¯(k)
in the frequency domain, see Fig. 1, and recovers the transmitted data with-110
out explicit estimation and equalization of the underwater acoustic channel[15].
The deep learning based OFDM system is shown in Fig. 4.
The model training process needs random data sequences and channel con-
ditions. Here we use a channel model Bellhop to generate UWA channel s-
tatistics. Bellhop is a highly efficient ray tracing program, which can perform
two-dimensional acoustic ray tracing with a given sound speed profile c(z) or a
given sound speed field c(r, z). Output options include ray coordinates, travel
time, amplitude, eigenrays, acoustic pressure or transmission loss[17]. These
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Figure 4: Deep learning based UWA OFDM communication system.
are utilized to generate channel conditions. By changing the position of trans-
mitter or receiver different channel statistics are obtained. In each simulation,
an OFDM symbol is formed with a random data sequence and a sequence of
pilot symbols, and the pilot symbols need to be fixed during the training and
deployment stages. The received OFDM signal is generated with the OFDM
frames and the current channel obtained from Bellhop they go through. The
training data include the received signal, the transmitted data sequence and
the current channel impulse response which are generated using the Bellhop
program. With these collected data, the training process aims to minimize the
difference between the original transmitted data sequence and the output of the
deep learning model. Here we choose the L2 loss to define the difference as
following:
L2 =
1
N
N−1∑
k=0
(
bˆ(k)− b(k)
)2
, (10)
where bˆ(k) is the prediction and b(k) is the supervision data corresponding to
Fig.4. In the training stage, the training process ends when the value of the loss
9
L2 shown in (10) reaches a predefined threshold ξ. As a result, appropriate115
weights u and bias v for every layer of DNN are generated. These are then
utilized in the test stage.
3. Simulation results
3.1. Environment configurations
For the proposed DL-based receiver, the DNN has Q = 5 layers, in which120
J (1), J (2), J (3), J (4) and J (5) are set to 2048, 1024, 612, 128, and 32, respectively.
The last layer utilizes the ReLu function, and other layers utilize the sigmoid
function as the active function. The input number corresponds to the number
of real parts and imaginary parts of 2 OFDM blocks with pilots and transmitted
symbols. An OFDM block contains 512 sub-carriers and the CP length 128 is125
considered.
Fig. 5 depicts the layout of the simulation environment used in the Bellhop
for generating the channel impulse response (CIR). The SSP measured in a sea
experiment and transmission loss (TL) are depicted in Fig. 5. The depth of
the sea is about 250 m. We consider a flat bottom with the parameters: sound130
speed is 1574 m/s, density is 1.268 g/cm3, and attenuation coefficient is 0.01875
dB/wavelength.
In order to train the DNN, we use the Bellhop to generate a large number of
CIRs according to various combinations of the positions of the transmitter and
receiver. The CIRs are further used to generate the received training signals135
(labeled signals) following the equation (2). Finally, the labeled signals are used
for training the DNN. The amount of training set and test set ratio is 3:1.
The size of the training set has a significant impact on the accuracy of the
DNN training. To investigate how the size of the training set impacts the DNN,
we use two partition schemes for generating the labeled signals as shown in140
Fig. 6: one scheme is based on the dense grid for transmitter positions depicted
in Fig. 6(a), the other is based on the coarse grid for transmitter positions
depicted in Fig. 6(b). Specifically, the step in both range and depth between
10
Figure 5: Measured SSP and predicted transmission loss with a source at 50 m depth. The
transmission loss is shown in dB.
two transmitter positions is set to 5 m for the dense grid scheme. For the coarse
grid scheme, the 30 m step in both range and depth is used. The minimum145
and maximum range between the transmitter and receiver are 700 m and 800
m respectively. The depth step for the receiver positions is 10 m.
Surface
Transmitter Position
Receiver Position
100 m
100 m 700 m
(a) Dense grid for transmitter position
Surface
Transmitter Position
Receiver Position
100 m
100 m 700 m
(b) Coarse grid for transmitter position
Figure 6: Grid size configurations of transmitter and receiver for different training schemes.
3.2. BER versus the number of pilots
We compare the deep learning based UWA OFDM system with the con-
ventional UWA OFDM system with the LS channel estimation. Fig. 7 shows150
BER performance obtained with the two grid configuration schemes. As shown
11
in Fig. 7(a), with the dense training grid for transmitter position, the deep
learning based UWA OFDM system outperforms the conventional UWA OFD-
M system. It is also seen that the deep learning based UWA OFDM system
with 32 pilots can outperform the conventional UWA OFDM system with 512155
pilots. For the conventional UWA OFDM system, the performance significantly
depends on the accuracy of channel estimation. The performance gap between
the conventional UWA OFDM system using 32 pilots and 512 pilots for channel
estimation is large. Thus the conventional UWA OFDM system is very sensitive
to the pilot number. By contrast, the deep learning based UWA OFDM system160
is robust to the pilot number.
Fig. 7(b) shows the performance of the deep learning based UWA OFDM
system with coarse training grid for transmitter positions. When the training
set is not enough, the performance of the deep learning based UWA OFDM
system is limited in spite of how many pilot symbols are adopted. However the165
performance of the deep learning based UWA OFDM system still better than
that of the traditional UWA OFDM system with 32 pilots, but it is inferior to
that one with 512 pilots. Overall, the deep learning based UWA OFDM system
is sensitive to the training size.
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Figure 7: BER performance of deep learning based receiver and conventional receiver with
different training grid configurations.
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3.3. BER Perfomance for the OFDM system with or without CP170
We consider how the performance of the deep learning based UWA OFDM
system and traditional UWA OFDM system is affected by the CP. For fair com-
parison, we keep the 512 pilots unchanged for the two types of UWA OFDM
systems. Under the dense grid for transmitter positions, without the CP, the
traditional UWA OFDM system has a high error floor as shown in Fig. 8(a).175
However, for the deep learning based UWA OFDM system, the performance loss
induced by the absence of the CP is small. With the coarse grid for the trans-
mitter positions, as depicted in Fig. 8(b), the performance of the deep learning
based UWA OFDM system is mainly limited by the size of the training set.
Without the CP, the deep learning based UWA OFDM system still outperforms180
the traditional UWA OFDM system.
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Figure 8: BER performance of deep learning based UWA OFDM and traditional UWA OFDM
systems without CP.
Overall, as shown in Fig. 8, the CP has a limited impact to the performance
of the deep learning based UWA OFDM system due to the capability of the
DNN to learn the impact of the UWA channel during the training stage.
4. Conclusions185
In this paper, a deep learning based UWA OFDM communication system,
which treats the complicated UWA communication system as a DNN, is present-
13
ed. Unlike the traditional UWA communication, the deep learning based UWA
communication can be trained to learn the complicated distortions induced by
the UWA channel, and then recover the transmitted symbols directly from the190
received signal, subject to a sufficient training. The deep learning based UWA
OFDM communication system has been trained and tested by using a ray trac-
ing toolbox with an SSP measured in a real sea experiment. The performance
of the receiver is evaluated for various training pilots, CP length, and the size
of training set. Simulation results demonstrate that the deep learning based195
UWA OFDM communication is more robust to the training pilot number and
the absence of CP than the traditional UWA OFDM receiver. Thus, the deep
learning based UWA OFDM system offers a higher spectral efficiency.
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